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POWERING COMPRESSORS
SETCON GEARBOX

SET touts efficiency   of SETCON gearbox

A ustria’s SET has developed a variable-

speed gearbox, known as SETCON, 

aimed at achieving the maximum 

efficiency possible. SETCON is designed 

to control speed in a range of industrial 

applications, including pumps, compressors, 

fans and blowers.

The development of this technology 

comes the oil and gas industry, among 

others, continues to hold energy efficiency 

in high regard. And with an energy efficiency 

rate of up to 97%, SET says SETCON is the 

most efficient drive train concept currently 

available on the market. SET also developed 

the gearbox because many operators are 

not running their equipment at the speeds 

necessary for proper efficiency, even though 

they are using controlled speed drives.

The launch of SETCON marks the latest 

step in the evolution of SET, which started 

with a focus on the wind turbine business 

before branching out into other industries.

“In the past, we developed various 

drive technologies like DFIG, frequency 

converter (full converter) or hydraulic 

systems with a former company Windtec 

(sold to a listed American company),” said 

Maximilian Hehenberger, SET’s head of 

business development and sales. 

“By developing all these 

systems, we figured 

out that the most 

efficient way for speed 

control is an electro-

mechanical differential 

system (EMDS). This was 

the birth of SET GmbH 

(founded 2008)."

Features
The SETCON system 

comprises a gearbox 

using a planetary gear, which 

superimposes the constant speed of the 

main drive to a variable speed at the driven 

machine. Speed and power are regulated by 

the frequency-controlled servos.

The servos perform as a motor, providing 

additional speed and power to the main drive, 

and a generator that feeds excess energy 

from the main drive back into the grid. Around 

80% of the total power of the driven machine 

comes from the main drive, while 20% comes 

from the servos.

“SET developed different types of gearbox 

frame sizes in order to deliver standards for 

different applications,” Hehenberger said, 

citing the SETCON SE6 as part of a gearbox 

platform. “The Series SE was developed to 

replace hydraulic gear couplings and to 

use the same ‘footprint’ as these systems. 

This saves a lot of costs for the customer, 

because compressor/pump and main 

e-motor, including piping, can remain. Also, 

the downtime for implementation/integration 

can be reduced to a minimum.”

The SC series, meanwhile, shows a 

coaxial alignment of the input/output shaft. 

This series is designed for compressors and 

high speed, Hehenberger said.

SE6 is used for 

horizontally 

operated pumps 

and compressors 

up to a rated 

output power of 

6 MW and a maximum 

output speed of 10,000 

rpm. The electric 

drive is selected on a 

project-specific basis 

Variable-speed gearbox designed to control machinery 

speed with efficiency rate up to 97%. By Anna Kachkova

per customer needs and the required speed 

range.

The broader SETCON range has a 

maximum output power of 15 MW and an 

output speed of 15,000 rpm, with SET listing 

compressors among the turbo-speed areas 

of application where the technology can be 

used. SETCON’s control range covers up to 

105% of rated speed using a patent soft-start 

procedure.

SETCON can be used in new installations 

and can be integrated into existing drive 

trains for retrofits. In both cases, SET touts 

the small frame and package size of the 

technology as an advantage. For new 

installations, SET said SETCON’s size helps to 

lower investment costs, adding that the main 

drive can also be downsized by up to 20% of 

the total power rating, further reducing total 

project costs.

For retrofits, modification or replacement 

of the main drive and driven machine is 

usually not necessary, according to the 

company.

Pursuing efficiency
The company sees energy efficiency as a 

major benefit of using SETCON.

The SETCON gearbox  

uses a planetary gear that 

superimposes the constant 

speed of the main drive to a 

variable speed at the driven machine.
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early January that it had been selected by 

swb Erzeugung AG & Co. KG to replace an 

existing hydraulic speed control coupling 

at the Mittelsbüren power plant in Bremen, 

Germany, with a SETCON drive system. 

“In our actual project in Bremen, Germany, 

SETCON saves around 11,500 MWh and 

11,100 tonnes of CO2 a year compared 

to the existing hydraulic gear coupling,” 

Hehenberger said.

SET has also received a contract to install 

SETCON at a refinery, also in Germany, to 

provide a rated power of 4100 kW for a boiler 

feed-water pump.

Once these installations are complete, 

the company hopes the energy savings from 

using SETCON will help the company attract 

other customers in the near future. CT2

“SET was founded especially to produce 

EMDS,” Hehenberger said. “Everything – like 

the testing facility, engineering approach, 

technical stuff – is adjusted to produce 

electro-mechanic systems like SETCON. So it 

is our core product.”

SET’s pursuit of efficiency is in line with 

the goals that numerous energy companies 

are adopting to lower greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions from their operations.

Because SETCON is still emerging as a 

technology, it has yet to be deployed with 

a compressor. However, Hehenberger said 

the company was working on this. “We are 

optimistic to get our first order end of this 

year/beginning of next year for a gas lift 

compressor greater than 8 MW,” he said.

In the meantime, SET announced in 

The SETCON gearbox 

controls speed in a 

range of industrial 

applications.
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